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ABSTRACT 

 

 The overall purpose of this educational project was to learn more about the 

components and structure of The Daily Five. A second purpose was to provide my 

colleagues with information to aid in their implementation of this structure through 

observations and professional development. The Daily Five is an instructional framework 

for literacy that is gaining popularity in elementary schools across the country. This paper 

describes the Daily 5 in detail and breaks down the five components: Read to Self, Read 

to Someone, Listen to Reading, Word Work, and Work on Writing while also including 

activities for each of the five cycles. The goal of The Daily Five is that students work 

independently on meaningful reading and writing while the teacher meets with 

individuals or coaches in small groups. With the increased push to advance student test 

results and teachers seeking ways to do that, it is important to explore resources and 

investigate the positives of new concepts. Every teacher strives for a balanced literacy 

approach rich in reading and writing and a combination of the most effective and efficient 

instruction. The Daily Five is a structure that encompasses all of these factors to create a 

meaningful literacy block.  

 The Daily Five is a framework that helps students develop the daily habits of 

reading, writing, and working independently that will help lead them to a lifetime of 

literacy independence.  A balanced literacy approach encourages teachers to use the best 

combination of phonics and whole language instruction in order to produce an effective 

and efficient reading program.  
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CHAPTER I 

 

   INTRODUCTION 

 

 Educators are constantly striving to increase their knowledge of teaching strategies  

 

and methods to improve their instruction. Throughout an educator’s career, he/she uses  

 

various literacy approaches that offer a variety of unique formations and combinations of  

 

activities. Many formats fail to demonstrate one cohesive model that supports  

 

independence and focuses on true engagement in reading and writing. Most programs call  

 

for the teacher’s constant attention to students, therefore, taking away from that specific  

 

instruction that they need most. These same programs also tend to leave teachers  

 

exhausted and overwhelmed at the end of the day with the constant printing and  

 

correcting of hundreds of disjointed and meaningless worksheets. “ All of these items,  

 

and many more, were used to keep children busy while we attempted none too  

 

successfully, to work with a few small groups and individuals” (Boushey and Moser,  

 

2006, p.4).  

  

 After thoroughly looking at the dilemma of minimal meeting time with their  

 

students, Boushey and Moser, authors of The Daily 5, had their goals set high to develop  

 

a system that engaged the students in reading and writing in meaningful ways. Another of  

 

their goals became teaching and promoting independence that would lead to a  

 

lifetime learner of literacy. “The Sisters” developed a new way of thinking in organizing  

 

classroom literacy instruction called The Daily 5 which is neither a curriculum nor a  

 

program. It is a structure that helps students develop the daily habits of reading, writing,  
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and working independently. When students are involved in making decisions about their  

learning through goal setting and strategy mastery, they gain a sense of autonomy and the 

results are exceedingly high. 

 The Daily Five explains how to implement a student-driven reading management 

system created by Gail Boushey and Joan Moser. “What distinguishes The Daily Five 

from other management models is that The Daily Five: 

 Rely on the teaching of independence 

 Manage the entire literacy block 

 Allow for three to five lessons and more intentional teaching 

 Provide students substantial time to read and write 

 Incorporate a variety of clearly defined instructional routines that 

accelerate learning 

 Build stamina to ensure longer periods of time students successfully 

read and write 

 Articulate student behaviors that culminate in highly engaged 

learners 

 Teach students to understand and monitor their literacy goals” 

(Boushey and Moser, 2006, p.13). 

 The five components of The Daily 5 include : Read to Self, Read to Someone, Listen 

to Reading, Work on Writing, and Word Work. 

 In a book review done by White (2006) the author writes, “The Daily Five approach  
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transforms the literacy block to a time for students to benefit both from whole group and 

small group instruction with explicit, focused teaching. The students also participate in 

activities that actively engage them in purposeful practice and application of the skills 

that they are developing” (White, para. 4). 

 The Daily 5 is achieved through a system that is put into place the very first day of 

school. Based on the principles of trust, choice, community, and stamina, an environment 

is established that simultaneously conveys warmth and caring, as well as a respect for the 

seriousness of the literacy task at hand. Educators must take the specific steps to ensure 

that each of the five components is explicitly defined, modeled, and practiced with 

feedback.  

 This educational project is designed to review the standards and principles of The 

Daily 5 and begin implementation of this research based program. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study was to produce materials for implementing The Daily 5 in 

a rural third grade classroom. A secondary purpose was to develop faculty awareness of 

the project as a first step toward faculty adopting this practice in their own classrooms. It 

is important to achieve a structure that encourages students to gain independence and full 

engagement while at the same time fostering reading and writing development. The 

process of learning to read and write is essential, and these skills are the most important 

that they will acquire in school. “Learning to read is the most important skill our students  
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can learn in school; serving as the very foundation of all other academic subjects. At no 

other time has reading been more important to all members of our society. Two-thirds of 

new jobs will require higher level literacy skills” (Marchand-Martella, 2013, p.23). The 

reading and writing process is a life-long journey that continues to grow and build upon 

previously learned skills (Boushey and Moser, 2006).  

 

Significance of the Study 

 The study of using The Daily Five is important to the practice of literacy in the 

classroom. This work will help establish how reading and writing is used to develop 

essential skills for an independent, life-long literacy learner. Teachers are able to 

structure their literacy block in several different ways. Some teachers choose literacy 

centers, but these centers created solely by teachers can take hours of planning and 

preparation. Some teachers may choose to spend the majority of their literacy block 

teaching lengthy whole group lessons with tons of worksheets and guided reading time. 

Whichever approach is used, there is a direct correlation to its impact on a child’s reading 

and writing development. “The way the teachers structure the learning environment and 

the way the students spend their time influences the level of reading proficiency students 

have attained at the end of the academic year” (Leinhardt, Zigmond, &Cooley, 2001, 

p.356). The Daily Five approach provides a framework for incorporating a holistic 

balanced literacy approach into a structured classroom. According to Boushey and Moser  

(2006), literacy blocks usually consist of teacher-driven lessons that rely heavily on  

busywork and artificial reading and writing activities, such as worksheets. The Daily Five  
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is meant to be a student-driven management structure designed to fully engage students 

in all aspects of reading and writing (Boushey & Moser, 2006). The Daily Five 

incorporates the elements of a balanced literacy approach: Read to Self, Read to 

Someone, Listen to Reading, Work on Writing, and Word Work.   

Statement of the Problem 

 Educators are faced with the same dilemma from year to year: how to keep their 

students engaged in a meaningful literacy program that offers the most effective approach 

to developing their students’ reading and writing. A constant challenge is finding the time 

to meet with individuals as well as coach small groups. The Daily 5 will be a guide to 

help address the following question: “How can educators implement a successful literacy 

program in their classrooms, and why should they incorporate The Daily 5?” 

 

Definitions of Terms 

 The Daily Five is a framework that is defined, by Boushey and Moser (2006), as a 

structure that helps students develop the daily habits of reading, writing, and working 

independently that will help lead them to a lifetime of literacy independence. The Daily 

Five consists of five rotations replacing the traditional centers. During their work time, 

the students choose one of The Daily Five rotations (Read to Self, Read to Someone, 

Listen to Reading, Work on Writing, and Word Work) while the teacher meets with small  

groups or on an individual basis to conference or test.  

 A balanced literacy approach can be defined as programs that encourage teachers to 

use the best combination of phonics and whole language instruction in order to produce  
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an effective and efficient reading and spelling program to their students (Allington, 

2006). A balanced literacy approach can encompass guided reading, shared reading and 

writing, independent reading, and literacy centers for independent practice (Allington).  

  

       Delimitations of Research 

 The review of literature was restricted to easily available resources. The expectation 

was that teachers implementing The Daily Five may easily obtain the necessary 

background.   

This educational project has been designed to meet the needs of a very small third  

grade classroom of ten children in a rural community. The implementation and study of 

potential teacher adopters was done over a limited period of time from early September to 

late November. The instrumentation was developed during the course of the study. No 

pilot study was conducted prior to using the tools.  

Method of Approach 

 This project followed a model of measuring awareness recommended by the 

coordinator of the MSE program. The instrument assumes that some faculty will have 

awareness of The Daily 5. First, the colleagues were given a pre-survey of what they 

knew about The Daily 5. Second, a professional development session was conducted. 

Then, the colleagues experienced an observation session.  
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Finally, a post-survey was given to see what they know. An IRB was applied for and 

approval was granted. (APPENDIX C) 
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CHAPTER II 

      REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

 The Daily Five takes the students from where they are in relation to their ability to be 

independent and teaches them to become intrinsically motivated as they build stamina 

(Boushey & Moser, 2006)). This research based structure was created by simply 

combining basic concepts that teachers have already been using. To implement this 

program , there are six key traits or principles that need to be occurring in the classroom: 

trust, choice, urgency, stamina, and stay out of the way. 

 The first principle is the most crucial and vital. Meaningful learning requires respect 

between the teacher and the student as well as between the students themselves. Taking 

time to build trust and demonstrate caring is the foundation upon which all other elements 

of our literacy learning are built (Boushey and Moser, 2006, pg. 18). In Managing 

Transitions it was stated that “Without trust in the teacher, the step toward independence 

and the mastery of a new skill is less likely to happen. It is trust that makes the 

difference” ( Bridges, 2003, p.108). When trust is combined with explicit instruction, 

students can acquire the skills necessary to become an independent learner.  

 The second principle is choice. Children love choice. It allows them to take 

ownership in their learning. Choice is highly motivational and puts children in charge. In 

the book , Best Practices in Literacy Instruction, the authors state, “My children have 
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never been so engaged in their own learning, and so motivated to read and write. It has  

usually been a struggle getting reluctant readers to choose books to read on their own, 

and then they rarely read. Now, with choice, these children spend time telling me that I 

must read the story they are reading. We can now have conversations about what they 

have read rather than about whether they have read the books I chose for them or not”  

(Morrow, Gambrell, and Preseley, 2003, p. 120). 

 The third principle is community. Creating a community starts with getting to know 

each other. The goal is that the community can hold each other accountable for behaviors, 

learning, order, and kindness (Boushey & Moser, 2006).  The whole community can 

embrace and rejoice in the progress. Community is an integral part of each and every 

lesson.  

 The fourth principle is sense of urgency. Creating urgency in learning establishes a 

culture where every moment of learning and practicing counts for students and teachers. 

When people understand the reason for a task, it establishes motivation and somewhat 

forces some perseverance. Those students who read daily from books they choose are the 

ones who become better readers (Boushey & Moser, 2006). The sense of urgency- the 

feeling that reading is so important that they can not and will not let anything get in their 

way- is what we want to instill.  

 The fifth principle is stamina. Just as a marathon runner requires stamina, so does  

reading and writing. Building stamina can work with the youngest of students. Stamina 

 must be practiced slowly and on a daily basis to ensure success. When introduced, most 

students will be able to do each component, but not for an extended period of time. The 
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power of building stamina is enriching and rewarding (Boushey & Moser, 2006). 

 The sixth and final principle is to stay out of the way. Children will know what is 

expected of them after modeling and practicing takes place. Teachers tend to hover, but 

we need to remember the first principle of trust. We want students to make decisions on 

their own and to monitor themselves (Boushey & Moser, 2006). 

 Based on literacy research, The Daily Five has been practiced and refined in 

classrooms all around the country. The Daily Five is grounded in theory and emphasizes 

the importance of a strong literacy lifestyle. Each of The Daily Five components 

incorporates the elements of a balanced-literacy approach and reflects research to support 

the practices, so why should one incorporate The Daily Five in his/her classroom? The 

reasons are plentiful: it provides a pace for every child to be successful. We only get 

better at reading by reading; we only get better at writing by writing. It eliminates tons of 

planning and worksheet correcting for the teachers, and teachers are not running off and 

correcting hundreds of disjointed and meaningless worksheets. There are fewer 

behavioral distractions due to the independent structure. Quality on level reading is 

happening; it lends itself to differentiated instruction, and it leads to a lifetime of literacy 

independence.  

 When the class is functioning independently, you know that you have accomplished 

each step. They will have been given ample time to learn, practice, and correct their  

techniques through proper modeling. The Daily Five concepts are introduced to the 

students one at a time, modeled, and practiced until stamina is built. Anchor charts are 

completed for each component to permanently establish their thinking and to have a  
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visual to refer to in the classroom. 

The first concept is Read to Self. The best way to become a better reader is to  

practice each and every day with Good Fit books that the child chooses at a just-right 

reading level. The Daily Five uses the I-PICK method to help choose fit books for them 

(I=I choose a book, P=Purpose for reading it, I=Interest, C=Comprehend what I am 

reading, and K=Know most of the words). When children choose what they will read, 

they must be able to differentiate between books that are within their reach and books 

that are not yet. It seems so basic and simple, but when fully implemented, it is a 

powerful tool for enhancing all literacy skills. “Once students are able to find a handful of 

good fit books , appropriate behavior is modeled for the whole class, guiding students in 

its practice in small groups and pairs and providing large blocks of time for students to 

read independently and practice using and applying the strategy. All instruction is geared 

toward children using these strategies independently (Harvey and Goudis, 2000). 

 The second concept is Read to Someone. Reading to someone allows for more time 

to practice strategies, work on fluency and expression, check for understanding, and hear 

one’s own voice (Boushey & Moser, 2006). Students work in partners to practice their 

reading. It provides support to gaining meaning from the text when two people can 

interpret and comprehend. The students sit EEKK (Elbow, Elbow, Knee, Knee) style and  

practice the different styles of reading: you read, I read; choral reading; read one book;  

and read different books. 
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 The third concept is Listen to Reading. One way to increase reading fluency is to  

increase the amount of time the students hear fluent and expressive reading by others 

(Boushey & Moser, 2006). Through the process of listening to books, students are able to 

hear good literature and fluent reading, expand their vocabularies, and thus become better 

readers. Words are the primary building blocks for learning, and there are only two 

efficient ways to get words to the brain: either through the eye or through the ear. 

Meaningful sounds in the ear will help students make sense of the word through the   

eye ( reading). “It was amazing for us to see students develop such language fluency from 

reading books with audiotapes” (Morrison, Wlodarczyk, 2009). 

 The fourth concept is Work on Writing. Just like reading, the best way to become a 

better writer is to write. It is important to develop a writing habit. The purpose of this 

concept is “to provide daily writing practice and intense focused instruction via 

one-on-one conferences, small guided writing groups, and whole group focus lessons” 

(Boushey & Moser, 2006). The Daily Five allows students to make choices and work on 

writing that really matters to them. We care about our writing and the people who read it. 

 The fifth concept is Word Work. Correct spelling allows for more fluent writing, thus 

speeding up the ability to write and get thinking down on paper. This is an essential 

foundation for writers. During this time, students will be given ample time to practice 

their spelling words or vocabulary skills. Materials suitable for this time are: magnetic  

letters, wiki sticks, stamp letters, magna doodle, word tiles, letter tiles, play-doh, stencils,  

finger paint, etc. “By the time our students have mastered Word Work, they have 

mastered The Daily Five” (Boushey & Moser, 2006). 
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If these concepts and principles are implemented correctly and effectively, The Daily  

Five can be a very powerful tool for teachers around the country.  
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Note. The following information in this chapter is written in the first person “I” because 

the discussion explains what the researcher did. It is appropriate when the researcher is 

the actor to use the term “I.”   

Managing a literacy block in a third grade classroom is a challenging task. It became 

very clear to me that how I managed my literacy block would have a tremendous impact 

on my students’ growth and success as independent readers and writers. While doing 

some thorough research and partaking in a discussion with a veteran teacher in Illinois, I 

learned of The Daily Five. The veteran teacher explained to me that The Daily Five was 

created by two sisters who have forty years of teaching experience between them, and 

they have a book titled The Daily 5.  I immediately ordered the book and devoured the 

information. The Daily Five has transformed my teaching, and I wanted my colleagues to 

share in these same transformations with me.   

As I moved forward with my action research, I wanted to make my colleagues a part 

of my successes with growing independent readers and writers. There were nine 

voluntary teachers from our small rural Wisconsin school ranging from kindergarten 

through fifth grade who graciously took time out of their schedules to let me share this 

effective approach of The Daily Five with them.  The first task was for the teachers to 

simply come observe a Daily Five session in my classroom. After they were able to take 

in some ideas from that session, I provided a professional development day to explain in  
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detail all five rotations of The Daily Five. Finally, they were to complete a Post-Survey 

as to what they learned about The Daily Five and maybe what information they still felt 

they lacked in and how I could be of assistance to them. 

 Throughout my action research, judgments were being made about my  

outcomes. That is an important step in the research process, as well as having assessment 

tools that are reliable and valid. According to Salkind (2012), when we discuss reliability, 

we discuss scores.  There is no clear pattern of reliability in my action research.  It was 

a teacher developed instrument and was not appropriate in the time frame to establish 

reliability. Further studies may be able to indicate reliability, but reading and writing tests 

were inappropriate in my time frame. In regards to validity, my paper supervisor served 

as my expert.  Research expert Salkind, (see especially table 5.7 in Exploring Education 

Research) states that content validity is a measure of how well the items are represented. 

The tools reflected the concepts and were very accurate to what my overall purpose was. 

The kids also have so much respect for The Daily Five, therefore, creating a sense of 

validity.      
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CHAPTER IV 

                          DATA ANALYSIS 

  

The data collection began by scheduling an individual time for the nine teachers to 

come in and observe a Daily Five session. The teachers were provided with a checklist 

(see Appendix B) of what they were to specifically observe during The Daily Five and 

make comments on. Allowing an observation first allowed them to be more interactive 

during our professional development session, which followed the observation. The 

professional development session allowed for me to truly dive into each Daily Five 

rotation. Resources were provided, benefits were discussed, and questions were 

answered. The final phase of my data collection was a post-survey (see Appendix A). The 

teachers were able to express their final thoughts in regards to The Daily Five, and also 

write down further questions they had for me. 

 Using this data, it was determined that in fact my colleagues’ thoughts had 

supported my thoughts on this structure of making our students become independent 

readers and writers. All observers were very impressed by the students’ independence, 

time on task, and level of engagement. The majority are very interested in starting this in 

their classroom immediately. They had initial fears that they did not have enough time or 

did not have enough materials, but after the observation they found that they would be 

saving time by doing small groups or individual group work if they were to implement 

The Daily Five. According to the comments from the post-survey, the colleagues are 

going to partake in a book study together with The Daily 5 book.  
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CHAPTER V 

    CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The purpose of this project was to provide faculty awareness of The Daily Five and 

to subsequently see if The Daily Five would be a good structure to utilize in their 

classroom for increasing more time with reading and writing.  

 The objectives were to determine the teacher benefits of The Daily Five and to help 

answer any questions, concerns or drawbacks of The Daily Five.  

 An observation session was scheduled with each individual teacher, a professional 

develop time was set up to discuss in depth each of the five tasks, and then a post survey 

was given to wrap up any additional questions or further concerns they need assistance 

with. 

 It was determined that the teachers experienced many benefits from these sessions. 

Most were ready to get started that next day. Some still had that feeling of not having 

enough materials to get them started or lack of time. After they processed all of the 

information presented to them, they were going to slowly start the implementation 

process. Most were interested in a book study with The Daily 5 book.  

 The Daily Five is definitely a “work smarter, not harder” framework.  It takes a lot 

of exhaustion out of teachers who expend a lot of energy into centers, copying 

worksheets, disciplining, and questioning the value of all this “busy work.” This structure 

ensures that all children are working at their level of challenge while taking responsibility 

for their learning and behavior. The Daily Five is so much more than a management  
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system- it is a structure that will help students develop the daily habits of reading, 

writing, and working with peers that will lead to a lifetime of literacy independence.  

 As teaching professionals, it is asked of us to set aside an inordinate amount of time 

for our literacy program. There are expectations to teach certain reading strategies that 

improve comprehension and fluency, provide opportunities for children to write, provide 

a variety of ways to read: partner, independent, guided, read-aloud, teach student 

behaviors, and motivate children. After all of this is completed, teachers are still expected 

to assess our students formally and informally. The Daily Five is a structure that 

encompasses all of these components of a comprehensive literacy plan. It is not a medical 

prescription, but it is a structure able to be used while balancing all students’ needs. It 

gives choice and independence that serve as a motivator for a strong literacy student 

throughout a lifetime. 

IMPLICATIONS 

 

Implications for further research definitely apply. Future studies might involve: 

 A study of the change process and long term action research about 

teacher implementation of the program 

 A study of student outcomes from the program 
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Appendix A 

       Post Survey for Daily 5 

 

 

1. What are some positives and negatives that you see with the Daily 5? 

 

 

 

 

2. Is this concept something you are interested in incorporating into your classroom? 

Why or why not? 

 

 

 

3. Would you be willing to do a book study with the Daily 5? 

 

 

4. What did you find out about the Daily 5 that interests you? 
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Appendix B 
 
Observation Checklist to Learn How Daily 5 Works 

 

        Yes    No 

 

Do students get started right 

away? 

 

Are students engaged in 

reading? 

 

Are students engaged in 

writing? 

 

Are students engaged in 

listening to reading? 

 

Are students engaged in 

word work? 

 

Are students working 

independently? 

 

Is the students independent 

work meaningful? 

 

Are students on task? 

 

Are students independent? 

 

Are students engaged in 

meaningful learning? 

 

Do students know where to 

find their materials? 

 

Do students put their 

material away when given 

the clean up signal? 
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